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Visa Application (if applicable) 

I did not require a visa for my study at LBS. 

Please indicate any tips or advice you have for 
prospective students in terms of the application process at AGSM. 
1. Semester 1 results are key to securing your school of choice.
2. If you like to travel, consider schools location. London was a good because its a vibrant city with a
lot to do. Some schools in the US are college towns thus might be a little harder to 

Enrolment/Registration Procedure at host university 
LBS was very easy and they had all the relevant information at hand. Orientation session was very 
informative. 

Workload and style of teaching/methods of assessments 
Depends on the modules you select. I will review based on modules I chose to do: 
Corporate turnarounds - Fairly high workload. Weekly case study summary submissions required. 
Financing the entrepreneurial business - High workload especially during first 3-4 weeks - Fairly 
technical, a lot of pre-reading required 
Strategies for growth - Low to moderate workload  
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Paths to power - Low to moderate workload 

 

Course size, peers and learning environment 
Course size is generally larger than AGSM classes, given that LBS is a much bigger school. LBS has 
exceptional students and class discussions are mostly enriching. 

 

Campus life (i.e. clubs, societies, facilities) 
Very many social clubs and societies you can participate in - you will probably get overwhelmed by 
all the choices. Please note that not all clubs and societies and events are available to exchange 
students e.g. PE club and some key networking events.  
LBS has good facilities, most notably the Samy Ofer centre which is their new library, study space 
and lecture theatres which has very good facilities. My only complaint was lack of microwaves to 
warm packed lunch. 

 

Regional life (e.g. people, shopping, work, travel sights, transport) 
London is a very vibrant city. There will also be lots to do outside of LBS. 

 

Accommodation (What type? Cost? Inclusive, support from host school, sourced separately...?) 
I got a small room in a share house for 750 GBP all inclusive for 3 months, however, it took a lot of 
research and time to secure this deal. I lived 30min walk from school in an area called Maida Vale.  
Accomodation is generally quite expensive and it can be tricky to secure short term accomodation. I 
sourced my accomodation myself.  
Best bet is to try and stop with outgoing LBS exchange students. 

 

Accommodation tips for future AGSM students going to your host university/region 
Try and find accomodation from outgoing LBS exchange students. Short term rentals in London are 
often very expensive so this would be a good option. You can also try airbnb. 

 

Relative costs of food, travel, entertainment etc (Please comment on each) 
Food costs are similar to Sydney. 
Travel is expensive! Live close to school if possible to save on tube costs. You can get a concession 
card as a student and a student rail card from travel outside of London. Apply early but this can only 
be done once you arrive in the UK and get a student card from LBS.  
Enterntainment - This is dependent on what you want to do. I did a lot of theatre shows but chose 
discounted tickets from websites like lastminute.com for 15-35GBP. Drinks are also a bit pricy, but 
plenty of places with happy hour - it just takes some research. Same with food, they are restaurant 
options for all budget levels, just needs a bit of research 

 

Any financial tips for future AGSM students? 
Over budget. Everything always ends up costing more than you thought it would. 

 

Biggest cultural differences 
London is very very international as compared to Sydney which I personally loved. No major cultural 
differences. 
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How did you adjust to these differences? 
No major cultural differences 

 

Highlights of your exchange experience 
We would like to use this feedback for our website and we also appreciate any photos you can 
send to mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au 
Excellent lecturers and facilities at LBS! The lessons were invaluable and it was also really useful to 
learn course material from an European perspective. 

 

Challenges (throughout process or on the course/at the school) 
1. Understanding the grading system and an adequate level of participation is (All courses have a 
participation element to them)  
2. Lack of individual feedback for individual assignments. I mostly just got a grade at the end of the 
term for 3/4 of the units I took. 

 

Cultural 'musts' for future outgoing students to your host university 
N/A 

 

Based on your original application, please outline how your exchange experience has helped you 
further develop the element of leadership aptitude that you chose and if it has helped you to 
become a more cosmopolitan leader. 
Most important element is getting an international context for the core material I studied at AGSM. I 
feel that this is vital, given how global the world is today. 
 
 
Advice or tips for students considering this course and general comments 
No further comments 
 
Q7 – Topics 
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